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ROMAN CATHOLIC
VERSIONS
OF
THE PILGRIM'S
PROGRESS
Robert G. CoUmer

he most fomous essay on JohnBunyan was writtenby
C^^)/
Lord Macaulay, published in The EngclopaediaBritan^nica,and often reprinted, for instance, in that greatest
of all editions, the eleventh. In the peroration he said that among the
numerous attempts toimprove ThePil^rim'sProgms"the.peculiar glory
of Bunyan is that those who most hated his doctrines have tried to
borrow the help of his genius. A Catholic version of his parable may
be seen with the head of the virgin in the tide-page."' Not only was
there a single Roman Catholic version; there were several, though no
historian, besides Macaulay, has described the one with the picture of
the Virgin. Catholic versions have been mentioned by several students.
George Offor claimed, "[I]here have been many editions of a Roman
/
' "John Bunyan," Tie EmycbpmSa Britanmca, 29 vols. (Cambridge Cambridge University
Press, 1910), 4:806.
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Catholic ttanslation into French" citing printings in Paris (1783) and
Rouen (1821), extending the list as "etc, etc"^ Richard L. Greaves in
2002 in Glimpses of Gkiy declared versions appearedin France in 1772
and 1847.' He did not amplify on their nature. Exhaustive examina
tion is lacking, but I shall report on three such versions—dated A1772,
1807, and 1821—^ printed in France, all in French.
lue Pekffimage d'un nomme Chretien ecrit sous I'AlUgorie d'un Songe
Traduitde I'Anglaisvsas published in Paris (^.1772), for the approbation
that the work was orthodox and animated by an evangelical spirit was
signed by a certain Genet, identified as "Docteur de la Maison et
Societe de Sorbonne," on July 15,1772.'* A preface by an unnamed
"Traducteur" explained the dioice of Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress.
Though it did not daim to be the first translation into French, it left
such an impression. In fact,a translation into French had been made
during Bunyan's life, namely, the one published in 1685 in Amsterdam
by Johannes Boekholt, who had previously introduced the book into
Dutch in 1682.' But that translation was a faithful rendering, hence
including Protestant elements. Below is the preface the self-labeled
translator offered:
When there appears in a foreign nation some frivolous
book or some low-class novel, there never are lacking wnters
who long to prostitute their pens and their talents in order to
make these works known and to spread their poison among
us. The same is not true of books of piety and of those that
make men better; it seems that our writers consider these
sorts of works beneath them, and as being hardly proper to

^John Bunyan,Tie Works of]obn Buttyao,ed. George Offor, 3 vok. (Glasgow; Blackie andSon,
1854), 3:61.
' Richard L. Greaves, GBmpsts ^Glmy. John Button and EngBsb Dissent (Stanford; Stanford
University Press, 2002), 611.
* Published by MequignonJunior. I have used the copy from the Bibliotheque Nationale of
Paris. All the translationsfrom theFrench are mine. I am indebted to a colleague, Dn Anabel
Reeset, foradvice m the language. Since the original volumes are relatively inaccessible, some
quotations are lengthy in order adequately to introduce the ideas from these books.
' See Robert G. Collmer, "The Reception of Bunyan's Works in the Netherlands," in Ten
Studies inAn^Dutcb Relations, ed.Jan van Dorsten (Leidenand Oxford: Leiden University and
Oxford University,1973), 172-96; alsoJ. R H. AShhs,Johannes BoekboU (1656-1693):TheFirst
Dutch PubBsber of John Bu^an and Other En^b Authors (Nieuwkoop: De Graaf, 1987).
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create for themselves a certain standing in literature Oh, if
they were truly Qxristians, they would adopt other feelings,
and they would consider themselves only too happy to be
able to work for the edification and salvation of their
brothers. Would to Heaven that TheVilgim'sVrogtss, which
is being published today, might have the good fortune of
contributing to fulfilling these aims. This work was com
posed by Mr. Bunyan, an Englishman, a great number of
years ago. As soon as it appeared it was snapped up with
great speed, and its success is still being maintained. It is on
the twenty-eighth edition that this translation has been based.
I have permitted myself only slight changes and the abridging
of a few over-long passages. But I have tried to preserve as
much as I could of the admirable simplicity of the original.
For now I am publishing only the first part of the work
of Mr. Bunyan, which contains the pilgrimage of Christiaa
If it is enjoyed, I shall put out the second part, which
contains the pilgrimage of Christiana, the Christian woman.
A book such as Pilgrim's Progress, which for so long has
received the favor of a judicious and enlightened nation,
must have some real merit. I think I cannot make it better
known any other way than putting in front of people's eyes
the preface printed at the head of the edition of 1751. (i-ii)
Then follows a literal translation of that English preface; the 210-page
story ensues.
To make this Catholic version acceptable to the authorities and
palatable for the readers, several changes were introduced. Some are
cosmetic; for instance, the hero, ChrUien, having left the City of
Destruction, meets three persons—^vangeliste (as in the original).
Tradition divine (not in the original, here called the sister; maybe a nun,
of l^vangelist^, and l^glise, their interpreter—identified as children of
God. Genet, who may have read only the beginning, would have been
satisfied to find this Catholic emphasis. A change could also come by
mistranslation. Such probably occurred with the Man in the Iron Cage
in the House of the Interpreter; who in the English was a "fair and
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flourishing Professor," a pretender to religiosity.® In the French he is
a ^^philosophe brillant," a term usually connected with Diderot and his
fellows.
An important doctrinal separation concerns the place where in the
original Christian loses his burden, which is by a wall called Salwtion
leading up to a hill where a cross stands. At Christian's viewing the
cross, his burden falls and tumbles into a sepulcher below. In the
Catholic version Chretien gots along the wall called Salvation and sees a
pool of water, in the margin identified as "L</ Piscine de la Penitence,"
where the hero wishes to be washed. But before descending into the
watery he meets PJpugnant, Disgusting, who reminds Chretien of the
many stains in his life, but Pepentir, Repentance, intercedes and orders
PJpugnant to allow Chretien to pass and enter the water In the water
the burden grows lighter but does not disappear The sequence of
events then follows closely the original. He approaches the cross; as
he contemplates it, his burden falls off, and '^troisAnges,"in the original
only "shining ones," salute him and say, "Que la paix soit avec vous."
One pronounces that his sins are forgiven; the second removes his rags
and dresses him in new clothes; the third places a mark on his forehead
and gives him a scroll with a seal which he must present before
entering the Celestial Qty He breaks out in song: "Heureuse Croixl
Heureux Sipulchre! Que heni soit celui qui s'est charge de ma honte pour me
sauverl" In the original Christian also sings, "Blest cross! blest sepifichre! Blest rather be / The Man that there was put to shame for me!"
(170). The French stresses the effect on C^tien in removing his
shame; the original keeps the tone of making Christ become shame
Nuances differentiate Ae French from the English. The important
difference in the scene, however, is the preparation through penance
before salvation. In theological terms, the French version stresses the
necessity of relying on common grace, whereas in the original the
sinner cannot take any steps to prepare for the advent of special grace.
Specifically the Catholic version is broadly Thomistic; the English
original is Calvinistic.

' Quoted ftom page 166 of Roger Shariock's edition of Bunyan's Graa Abounding and The
P%«»'rPnjgrsxf (London; Oxford University,196^. All quotations from The Pitgnm'sPn^ss
come from this edition with page numbers incorporated into the text in parentheses.
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A specific alteration removing the anti-Catholic element is foxind
at the end of the Valley of the Shadow of Death.^ In the nriginiil
Christian discovers dismembered bodies and evidence of persons
having been burned. In front of a cave two giants, who formerly had
terrified pilgtims, threaten but can do no harm. They are Pope and
Pagan, who represent the Roman Catholic Church and the Turk or
Muslim. In the French redaction these figures do not appear. Instead,
Chretien, armed with Toutepriere (All-prayer in the original), skips from
the Valley of the Shadow of Death to his meeting with a companion,
Plein-de-foi, Christian's companion, Faithful.
They proceed to Vanity Fair—with alterations in the story. As
the pilgrims walk through rows and streets, in the original the first is
Britain Row, then French, Italian, etc; in the 1772 version the
sequence is first French, then Britain, Italian, etc More obvious is the
deletion of Bunyan's anti-Catholicism:"But as in other Fairs, some one
Commodity is as the chief of all the Fair, so the Ware of Rome and
Her Merchandke is greatly promoted in this Fair: Only our English
Nation, with some others, have taken a dislike thereat" (211). The
above sentence is avoided. After Usting the names of countries, the
writer says that "ou on peut acheter toutes les sortes de vanites." At
the trial
and
are subjected to a procedure before a
judge and twelve members of a jury; in the French version the process
is described as follows: "Le nom du president etoit H.aine-du-bien;cA\3X
des autres prindpaux jugesetoit I'lgnorant, le Luxurieux, rOrgueiUeu^
I'Avarideux, I'Avenglement, le Malideux, etc" The author modified
the ancient Anglo-Saxon court into the French system, substituting
multiple judges for the jurors. The martyred Pkin-de-foi is replaced by
another companion, UEsperant, Hopeful.
All readers of The Pilgrim's Progress recall the imprisonment of the
sojourners by Giant Despair in Doubting Castle This episode is
induded in the French version. In the original. Christian and Hopeful
remain in the dungeon from Wednesday morning until Saturday
midnight. At that time Hopeful reminds Christian that the latter has
kept a key in his bosom, called Promise, that can open every lock.

' James Hugh Moffatt comments, "This brief allusion to the Pope is omitted in Catholic
editions of the Pilgnm'i Profftss." See his edition of The Pilgrim's Prognss (New York:
MacMillan, 1920), 429.
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With this word the prisoners escape. In the French version they
remain in the dungeon "huit jours" (eight days, or a week); I have
discovered no significance for the change in the length of tdme.
Following the English, Chretien,heeding I'Esphanh advice, reaches into
his bosom and extracts the key, that is, the Promise from Scripture,
which opens all the locks and allows the prisoners to escape. The
French writer preserves the Protestant reliance on the text of the Bible
whereas later we shall see in the version of 1807 a vision of Christ
replaces the Bible.
Doubting Castle presents another detail. A hint as to which
edition of the orighial was used by the eighteenth-century author may
be revealed in the deletion of the humorous interchange of "pillow
talld' between Giant Despair and his wife. Diffidence.® In the original
English edition she does not appear, but in the second edition, which
came out in the same year (1678) as the first, she occupies a prominent
part. Giant Despair shows up as intimidated by his carping wife. The
French makes no reference to her, but the omission may have come
from the desire to reduce the size of the text; or possibly the French
priest-redactor, if such a person did the work, considered the exchange
of conversation in bed, even of married persons, as unseemly.
Speculation about alterations is intriguing even without theological
overtones.
Toward the end of the French version, severe shortening occurs.
The major excision is the elimination of the character in the original
who accompanies the pilgrims for a great distance but is finally
damned. He is Ignorance; no reference to him or anyone like him is
in the French. The journey, where in the original he follows behind
and often talks with the pilgrims, is telescoped into scenes for Chretien
and UEsperant only. I believe the reason for this deletion may lie in
one of the two interpretations critics have offered for the original
character. One view is that Ignorance is a Roman Catholic. The
removal thus shows the redactor avoiding anti-Catholic references.
The other view is that Ignorance is a Latitudinarian member of the
Established Church of England. The religious controversies of
' See Robert G. CoDraer, "Mistress Diffidence: Her Arrival in The Pilgrim's Progress," in
Petformame for a Lifetime, ed. Barbara C Ewell and Mary A. McCay (New Orleans: Loyola
University New Orleans, 1997), 195-204.
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Bunyan's time would have litde relevance for a reader in eighteenthcentury France. The sprightly dialogue of contrasting religious opin
ions does not appear in the later version.
However, there is another possibility for the deletion of Igno
rance. The tone of the French work throughout is positive and direct.
The message is formulaic, setting forth the way to salvation. Fine
distinctions of theological niceties are avoided. The message is clear.
Listen to the Cathohcinstmction and enter the Celestial Kingdom; do
not even countenance the option of succumbing to wrong beliefs.
Before approaching the River of Death, in the original the pilgtims
enter Beulah Land, where Bunyan said that "they had no want of Corn
and Wine: for in this place they met such abundance of what they had
sought for in all their Pilgrimage" (264). In the French this food and
drink, according to the note in the margin is"he saint Viatique": "lis kur
donnerentd'mpainadmirahk, dont lis mangerent, etd'unvindelicieuxdontils
hurent." Bunyan's original Lord's Supper appears in the French as the
viaticum, the Eucharist given to a person in danger of dying.
The ending, including Christian's struggle in the River of Death,
the encouragement of Hopeful, and the reception by the angels at the
Celestial City, is identical with the original. The damnation of a person
who does not believe properly and the threat of Hell are eliminated.
There is no echo of Bunyan's next-to-the-last sentence: "Then I saw
that there was a way to Hell, even from the Gates of Heaven, as well
as from the Qty of Destruction" (271).
As in the original, there is a conclusion. The French cautions "mon
cher kcteur" (Bunyan had only "reader") against false interpretations.
The reader should not neglect the values for the pleasantries. Seeking
the truth behind the metaphors will producegreat benefit for the spirit,
the author asserts:"hevee^ks rideauxetks voilesdontje me sers,prenee^^le sens
de mes metaphms, et vous ne donneree^point dans I'erreur." In contrast with
Bunyan's "Conclusion," which, like Bunyan's apology at the beginning,
is verse, the French is in prose. There is no humorous hint, as in the
original, that Bunyan might write a sequel.
The next publication of a French Catholic version or redaction
appeared in 1807. It has no visible connection with the 1772 book and
appears to be directed toward a readerwith a higher level of education
and a more intense religious interest. Beyond the obvious difference
in tone, it is a notable book for two reasons: first, though claiming to
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be simply inspired by the English original, it is a thoughtful, almost
point-by-point re-creation; second, though anonymous, it may have
been written by one of the prominent French religious writers of the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and thus the product of
a writer far removed from the humble tinker of Bedford. Published in
Falaise,® a town south of Caen known for its association with William
the Conqueror, it has the tide of Les Pterins, ou Vojage AlUgorique a
Jerusalem. Not insignificant is the change in the tide from a single
pilgrim to plural pilgrims; this story is not about one individual seeking
salvation but persons (at least two) on a journey. It is dedicated to the
Princess of Starhemberg,born the Princess of Aremberg. Starhemberg
Palace has its seat in Eferding, Austria. Attributed to the Abbe Jean
Baptiste Lasausse (1740-1826) in the catalc^es at the British Library,
Harvard University, and the New York Public Library, my copy, which
came from the Starhemberg family library, has a penned inscription
claiming it was written by the Abbe Hervieu, a lesser-known writer
than Lasausse. If it was made by Lasausse,it would be the product of
a prolific writer on Catholic doctrine, especially stressing devotion to
the cross and to the examples of saints. He did translations, particu
larly from Italian, but no verified example from English exists.
The lengthy preface shows careful craftsmanship and commitment
to a project the writer hoped could effect a change among French
readers. The full preface, retaining the original appearance of text, is
the following;
We are here below dealing with travelers who are
striving for eternity.
Thatidea has formed the subject of this work which has
circulated extraordinarily in England, especially among the
Methodists, Presbyterians and Anabaptists, etc Bunyan,
who is the author of it, presents in a series of dreams the
details of the voyage to Heaven and describes the most
remarkable places of the route along the way to depict the
varying circumstances of the life of the Christian. In 1793 in
a gathering in England, I heard a few selections from this

' Printed by Bree Freres in Falaise but also in Paris the same year by the same publisher:
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work read, which pleased me and inspired in me the desire to
translate it. But an attentive reading made me abandon it
quickly. The style is ordinarily long-winded and common.
It is the tone of conversation of the poorest classes of
society. This fault, to tell the truth, is ameliorated by a
charming and original naivete, which makes one read it with
pleasure, but as seen by the using of certain words, certain
expressions and certain unique phrases of the English
language, I could not hope to make it evident in my transla
tion. To these reasons were joined several others based on
the wellspring of the work. The author, full of the prejudices
of his sect, often attacks the Catholic religion with fury; and
his allegories, even the most appropriate and most ingenious,
are rarely treated in a style that is acceptable to the taste, the
customs and the usages of our nation. Therefore I have
renounced translating this work, but I have kept the general
idea of a voyage and the general idea of having several
allegories which I have developed in a manner completely
different.
I have proposed for myself to show the Christian ele
vated by faith beyond aU considerations, and facing the
combined efforts of HeU and the world. I have believed that
it will not be without instmctive value nor without interest to
see in a string of incidents, all connected with a single action,
on the one hand, the infinite variety of attacks that the
enemies of our salvation mount. On the other hand are the
admirable paths by which the Lord causes those to triumph
who remain steadfastly faithful. Whenever one notices in the
heroes of a novel some virtuous traits, some noble and
generous sentiments, one cannot read their adventures with
indifference; entering into their emotions, seized as part of
their success, one participates in their successes, trembles in
their trials, in a word, one identifies in some way with them.
Would one see with less interest the tests and dangers in
which the Christian shows vastly superior virtues? The
patience and the unalteraUe sweetness, calm courage, charity
without limits, constant fidelity that religion inspires, would
they make any less impression on hearts than an exaggerated
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passion, often ridicvilous and bizarre, on its own meritor else
in the circumstances which a blind temerity that people call
valor, or a swollen pride that people call noble thirst for
glory? I would believe that I was insulting readers if I
supposed they were capable of such lack of logic
I know a mob of superficial spirits ejdst who can find
nothing but disgust and boredom in a religious work, but it
is not at all for them that this work is made I offer it
principally to persons who have recewed a Christian educa
tion and who desire to be penetrated more and more by holy
rules and the great patterns of virtue that faith furnishes to
us. I have tried not only to inspire them to piety, but also to
affirm them in their principles. Unfortunately the lack of
belief is evilly spread! It blasphemes with such a tone of
assurance that is likely to impose on simple persons so I
thought I could not neglect setting forth the proofs of the
fundamental truths of Christianity. Therefore I have my
Christicola grappling successively with an atheist, a Deistand
a heretic, through them to give him the chance to establish
the existence of God, the divinity of the Christian religion,
the authority of the chvirch and of the Pope; but I have done
this as succinctly as possible for fear of cooling people's
interest in lengthy discussions.
All the characters I have employed, with the exception
of two, appear for only a moment. For those who appear for
just a moment it would be necessary that their nameindicate
their nature, without which theinterest would disappear,and
the moral point would not have been noted. I have encoun
tered in this regard the greatest difficulties for it was impos
sible to find apt names in the French language, so it has often
requited recourse to Greek or Latin. I have taken care to put
in notes the meaning of names the first time that they are
used.
From time to time I have interrupted the narration by
songs analogous to circumstances in which the pilgrims
found themselves. If I had had a little leisure^ I woidd have
done it more often. I would have felt deeply obliged to
furnish the persons who are employed with quiet occupa-
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tions a means, not only innocent but at the same time
favorable to piety, to cheer up their labor. We have a large
number of sacred poems of the first quality, but besides the
fact that they have not been set to music they are not at all
within the reach of the laboring classes of society. Certain
Canticles, full of moral ideas, expressed in a simple style,
natural and moving, would be much more convenient. It
would be gready to be desired that such compositions take
the place of the obscene songs which in the numerous shops
produce the most damagii^ results, (v-xii)
The author reveals sophistication in appraising literature by
defining the difference between the style of the original English and its
susceptibility for direct translation into French. He demonstrates
confidence in his ability to judge literature Citing his experience in
England in 1793 when he heard a reading of parts of The Pilgrim's
Progress, he admits his initial fascination with the work He reveals
himself as a sensitive and intelligent auditor. He abandoned a desire to
translate the work into French because the level of language was
verbose and common; he attributes these characteristics to the fact that
the work had sprung from a low class of society However, he does
admit that the commonness is charmingin a sort of clinical distancing
from his exalted cultural position. Furthermore, he recognizes the
difficulty of bringing into French the distinctiveness of the English
language of the original, Finally, because Bunyan came from an antiCathoUc religion and his allegories, though attractive, were beneath the
tastes of the French nation, he could not attempt a literal translation.
He appears more sensitive to anti-Catholic elements in Bunyan's work
than many readers have felt.
He recognizes that antipathy exists among the French cogno
scenti—^he calls them "a mob of superficial spirits"—^toward religious
works, but his readership will not be found among these people. His
targeted group is the persons who have received a Christian upbring
ing but are buffeted by the contrary views swirling arovmd France at
the turn of the new century. He wishes to motivate them toward pious
living and to strengthen them in their beliefs.
Here the fundamental difference between Bunyan's purpose and
this revision appears. Bunyan's purpose was, as he says in the apology.
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"to make a Travailer" (144) of the readet This French work takes
seriously the opposing theological and philosophical systems of his day.
Bunyan reflected the temptations, attractions, and solutions that he had
encountered. He used his own spiritual development, as set forth in
Gnw^y^^<?»«^//«^(published twelve years beforeThePi/grim'sPro^s^,in
a literary manner to entice others to follow. The French writer has a
broader view of the Christian system of thought and practice His
potential reader is a person reared in the Catholic faith whose beliefe
need reinforcement in an antagonistic ambience
He undertakes what he claims is not a translation but an echo.
An examination of the work, however, shows that he often closely
follows the events of the original. At the end of his work is a"Table des
Matieres" which, compared with the ori^nal, shows thegreatindebtedness of places and topics to Bunyan though, as mentioned above, the
purpose diverged from Bunyan's evangelism. He shows a concern for
immediate problems of the French culture by including poems that can
be set to music, as he explains, for entertaining pious persons in the
laboring classes and for replacing immoral songs with religious verses.
The book, which has 236 pages, is divided into thirty-three chap
ters—scarcely a chance choice of a number identical to the number of
years of Christ's life. Each chapter is headed by a precis of the action
and an elaboration of the argument. Woodcuts adom empty space at
the conclusions of several chapters; some are simply attractive, like a
house with smoke curling out of the chimney, some meaningful, like
a Christ figure bearing a cross. The language is culturedand distant, as
the author intended, from the folk expressions of Bunyan.
Important internal changes exist. Forinstance, the hero, Chrislicola
(adorer of Christ), leaves a dty because of the persuasive message of a
preacher that the city would be destroyed. Here is no person seeking
personal salvation. Leaving his family, Christicola soon encounters a
band of merry-maters—^the book contains numerous descriptions
about the attractions of the sinful world—who have no awareness of
the approadi of a giant serpent that strikes and Idlls one young man;
the rest of the crowd goes on its unserious way. Whereas in the
original, fear of damnation dominates much of Christian's concern, in
this version seductions and alluring alternatives enter For instance, in
Chapter Four Madame Large-conscience comes along the road with her
coach-and-six to make her way smoothly on the road. She proposes
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that Ignorance, 'B^spect-humcnn,2sA Sensualite be
guides, but
he rejects the easy patL Her^ incidentally, is the only reference to a
character called Ignorance, and it is slight and much different from
Ignorance in Bunyan's original,who is outwardly religious but without
saving faith. A character like Evangelist, in fact, called J^vange'/iste,
appears, but he is less prominent than in the original, where he shows
up on several occasions to assist Christiaa Bunyan's character is the
Protestant pastor, not a priest.
Diverging from the road that will lead to penance and toltimately
to salvation and theCelestial Qty makes the pdgrim deal with opposing
views. Issues of controversies in French thought are reflected in
encounter with Phi/osophus,-who responds to his claim that
God will punish evil deeds and reward virtue by shouting:"Sophisms!
absurdites! J'aiprouve, dans mon Sjstem de la nature, qu'iln'y a ni vertu, ni
vice, ni Dieu, ni diahle." Another reflection of eighteenth-century beliefs
is the character Theophilantmpe, who leads Christicola to the Temple de
I'Etemel, in which an eloquent preacher discourses about progress and
reason, to which ChrisiicolaaXts the Mysteries of the Faith as incompre
hensible though sufficient for the discovery of truth. Still wandering
away from the right path, he meets an old woman, Scientia, who has
been consulted for historical details, natural philosophy, mathematicsi,
physics, chemistry^ etc, by "un grande nombre de pretendus philosophes
n'emphgentmon mmpourdonnerdupoidsa leursabsurdites." Representing
true knowledge, she directs him toward the lake of Penitence. She is the
opposite of Mr. Worldly-Wiseman, who in the original appears early in
the journey and recommends that Christian go to Mr. Legality's house.
The French dtes elements of contemporary knowledge not simply the
law of Mt Sinai, but she still directs him toward penitence.
He enters the first part. Confession, sees on the other side a cross,
and his burden falls off his back. A bon Pasteur
him absolution
and the Holy Eucharist. He acquires a companion, the skeptic
Thhphilantmpe, now a believer in the Mysteries of Christianity, with a
changed name, Theophile. Together they wiU continue the journey, pass
through the Valley of Humiliation, where Christicola
and defeats
Apollpn and Theophile defeats Satan. In the original. Christian is not
accompanied by anyone in the Valley of Humiliation.
Females play a significant role in hes Pelerins, the most interesting
being Minaudine,whom the pilgtims meet as they enter Vanity Fair,"la
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ptlk de Vaniti." She receives the longest footnote in the book She is
not Wanton in the original, who attempted to seduce Faithful after he
had escaped from the Slough of Despond. Her name comes from the
French word for "mincing," her manner of walking. When we meet
her, she is weeping over the deaths of her canary, her parrot, and her
little dog. That note is connected with her possessions; the author
explains that he is not opposed to an innocent attachment to animals,
but spiritual concerns should also be retained. In the French version
the descriptions of luxury objects are more detailed than in the
redactor's source. Minaudine is so attracted to purchasing a dog that
she stays behind while the pilgrims pursue their route. Pelted by rocks
from the indignant inhabitants, they flee though Thhphile suffers a
serious head injury from a stone. But there is no trial and no martyr
dom. Later they meet an old woman,
who with a magic
mirror can blind pilgrims' eyes to divert them to the wrong path. The
last two bad women are Madame Gloriose and her daughter, Mademoiselle
Turgidule {^"pleine de pretentions'). (See below for further details about
them.) Of course there are good womenin several places, for instance
the three sisters val'liospice des Vertus, Foi, Espe'rance,&nd Charite.
Beginning in the middle of the book, just after the problems with
la mile de Vanite, the author takes on the opponents of Catholicism he
had mentioned in the preface, namely, the atheist. Deist, the heretic,
and those who deny the authority of the Church and the Pope.
Separated from his companion, who has been seriously wounded in
Vanite,
lacking the encouragement of his companion, enters
a hospice of heresy. The lesson to be derived is that without the
support of a fellow Christian a person may succumb to wrong ideas.
This place is attractive in a deceitful way: "L'ordre qui regnoit dans la
maison, les conversationspieuses, les pneres ferventes de ceux qui la dirigeoient,
ecarterent de son esprit tout soupcon qu'il fAt hors de la route du salut." But
Christicoladoc.% not remain in this place, for he realizes that here heresy
exists; instead he goes on his way and meets L'Etranger, who turns out
to be a doubter concerning the essentials of the Catholic religion. The
redactor thus differentiates heresy, which is deceptive, from a stranger,
a doubter, who argues against the Catholic beliefs. Fine distinctions
enter the dialogue. Christicolamakes the case thatJesus Christ, when he
was on the earth, chose twelve apostles and authorized that "eux seuls
sont charges d'instruire toutesles nations, et de leur administrer les Sacramentsde
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salut." The stranger concedes this point but asserts that the authority
rested literally on those chosen by Jesus, not on others who claim that
authority. Christicola points out t^t; as Judas was replaced by Saint
Mathias, the authority extended to the Apostolic body and thus would
continue beyond the immediate auditors of Jesus. He proceeds to
assert that the Holy Father is the "Ch^dont I'autorite maintint I'ordre et
un^omiU danslespointes plus importants du culte,premntles schismes et Hot^dt
les heresies dans leurprincipe." Christicola concedes the view that Jesus is
the rock on which the church stands, but Saint Peter is the column that
sustains the edifice of the church. The stranger leaves by himself
claiming that he will continue on his path of science and piety.
The redactor, after this heavy theologicalargument, allows Christi
cola to return to the path leading to the Celestial City and encoun
ter—^to add a note of lasciviousness—a make-believe woman who
shows up with his old enemy lUetisie. Christicola drives them away by
making the sign of the cross. The redactor links loose living with what
he calls heresiea Soon ChristicoMs reunited with Theophile to continue
on the right path.
To sustain the interest of the readei; the author varies situations
by contrasts and eqiuvalents. Examples are implied above, but a
specific one can be cited after the pilgrims are reunited. They meet
Voljctete, whose name means a possessor of great riches. He is a
materialisticman, a parallel with the charming, brainless Minaudine. His
appearance far into the story may reveal that avarice is a vice of the
ag^g ones in contrast with the pursuit of pleasure by youth at the
outset of thework and the calculating economic power of the wealthy
in control of la ville de Vanite. He lives in the town of Confusion. His
wealth guarantees him honor, esteem, and respect. Christicola^cixiovAedges that work is proper and approved by God and that a person
should provide for one's family and children, but the salvation of the
sotil should not be neglected; "Notre coeurappartientdDieu." Two other
persons, Philoclide (lover of pleasure) and Plusiocolax (one who courts
riches), show up against the pilgrims; these, intending to enter the road
to the Celestial City, turned back during the first day. Some of the
strongest words against the pilgrims are spoken by Polyctete: "Cagoterie,
hypocrisie, fanatisme." He contrasts the austerity of the pilgrims with the
gaiety, sociableness, and good companionship of Saint Francis de Sales.
The three characters opposed to the pilgrims leave the proper road and
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attend to the silver mine. Here is an extension of Bunyan's Demas,
who announced to Christian and Hopeful, "Here is a Silver-M?««, and
some digging in it for Treasure;if you will come, with a little paines you
may richly provide for your selves" (225). The 1807 French is more
extensive, argumentative, and forceful. It is another indication of the
serious reworking of Bunyan's story by the later author.
Among the memorable scenes in The Pilgrim'sPrognss the encoun
ter with the Giant Despair and the imprisonment of Christian and his
companion Hopeful in Doubting Casde stand out. In the Catholic
treatment of the mortal sin of despair rises a variation from the
original. From Wednesday morning until Saturday after tnidnight the
two pilgrims lie in the dungeon. In the original (and in the 1772
version) Christian recalls that he has a key called Promise (quotations
from the Bible) in his bosom. He takes it out and opens all the doors
for their escape. In the 1807 reworking the pilgrims also pray, but
instead of receiving aid from the Scriptures, a being appears. He, later
identified as Salvator, holds a lantem in one hand and a cross in the
other: The look at the cross brings light to their eyes and a path for
escape. Christicola sings praises to "Croix sanctijieepar la sang de JesusChrist." This section of Ae book has extensive tribute to the cross as
both a means for salvation and a weapon in warfare If the writer was
Lasausse, here is the imprint of his devotion to the cross.
Some expanded characters spring from slight originals. For
instance, Bvmyan has one called Flatterei; about whose deceptive ways
Christian and Hopeful are warned by the Shepherds. They fall prey to
him and are ensnared in a net. The scene is covered in two pages. In
the version of 1772 he appears as "unflatteur, unfauxy^6tre"wi6x the
same amount of text devoted to the scene as in the original; howevei^
in the 1807 version one of the thirty-three chapters is related to him,
who is now called"Melistome"(Jiovi&d mouth),given ancestry in"la ville
de Gloriopolis,""ait toutle commerce de la societene consistoitque dans un echange
ridproque de complimens et de louanges. "The women Madame Gloriose 21x16.
Mademoiselle Turgidule join in trying to dissuade the pilgrims through
encouraging their self-indulgence and desire to be flattered by society.
ChristicolaiXidTheophiletciast "lesvapeursd'unelouangeartificienseetdelicate"
and proceed toward the Celestial Qty. The writer of this version
castigates the pretense of the high society of France. Toward the end
they enter the Enchanted Ground; in this version they make the Sign
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of the Cross, imploring assistance from Heaven, and cotnmend
themselves to the Virgin and their Guardian Angel. They give
confession of their faith and pass through the River of Death with ease
No struggle like that endured by Christian in the original takes place
No one is doomed to perdition as Ignorance was. In a conclusion the
reader is admonished to plead with God for proper guidance on the
road to the permanent Fatherland.
This sophisticated reworking of Bunyan's best-seller had no large
circulation in France if the rarity of the extant copies is proof. But
Bunyan's book was not forgotten as shown by an 1821 printing in
Paris.'" It carries the same tide as the edition of 1772; in fact, it is a
copy of the earlier work with, of course, no ecclesiastical approbation
since the church-state censorship had vanished by the latter date. The
half-century hiatus may reveal a continuing current of appreciation in
some sectors of France for the plainness of Bunyan's thought and style.
There is a new but brief preface with some terms from the 1772
preface but with added information. Again the lament about "some
frivolous book or some low-class novel" and the willingness of writers
'Svho long to prostitute their pens.. .to spread thek poison among us
[the French readers]" sounds forth. The title of the original and the
author are given as foUows: "CePelerinage d'mnomme Chretien, ou, comme
il es intitule dans I'original, ce V(^age du Pelerin,(The Tilgrims Progress [sic] ,fut
compose dans le siecle dernier par Jean Bunyan, Ang/ois, non lettre, mais plein
d'esprit. 11 Tectivit pendant sa detention dans les prisons de Bedjort, ou il resta
douyeans, savoirdepuis 1660Jusqu'en 1672)."The anonymous editor erred
in the number of the century, but he/she was correctin the length and
place of incarceration.
"M. Beattie, Professeur de philosophie d Aberdeen," is cited as an
authority. This is James Beattie (1735-1803), professor of moral
philosophy at Marischal College of Aberdeen University. He claims
that Beattie, who in one of his writings commented on the uniqueness
of Bunyan's book, did not know when it was first printed but noted
that its popularity developed rapidly. The editor,as in the1772 edition,
dtes the long acceptance by a "Nationjudicieuse et ec/airee." He presents
before the eyes of the readers the preface from the twenty-eighth
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English edition of1751, which is what the editor in 1772 in his preface
had claimed he had used. He does comment on the theory that
Bunyan had adopted his idea and plan for The Tilgim's Progress from
"Patrick" (Symon Patrick), but, following Beattie, he chooses to
discount that indebtedness. Without expressing an intention or hope
to publish a second part, he simply points out that a second part, which
follows the plan of the first part, features "/aJemme Chretienne."
The appearance from 1772 until 1821 of adaptations of The
Pilgrim'sProgress^o^i the crossing into a field of religious controversy
by Bunyan's popular allegory. It is part of what Isabel Hofineyrin the
subtitle to her recent (2004) book calledy4 TransnationalHistory of The
Pilgrim's PrognssP The present study is both transnational and, to coin
a word, "transconfessional." The existence of French Catholic
versions reveals the desire non-Dissenters and non-English-speakers
had for absorbing for their own purposes an English Dissenter's book.
Speculation concerning the introduction of Bunyan's major work
into French should start with the fact that for French Protestants the
translation of 1685 would suffice How widely this translation
circulated and whether it reached beyond the Huguenots who had
clustered in Amsterdam, where the printer-publisher Boekholt issued
it, we do not know. Bunyan in his introduction to the Second Part
(1684) pointed out, "Itt France W Flanders > where men kill each other /
My Pilgrim is esteem'da Friend, a Brother" (275), which he wrote before
the French translation came out, so the readers in France could have
had either the English or the already-printed Dutch editions. In that
advertisement Bunyan cited its popularity in France before he
mentioned the reception in Holland.
By the latter part of the eighteenth century there must have been
a sufficient interest in the work in France that some Catholics believed
a purged modification was in order. Thus the version of about 1772
was published. This version appears to have survived throughout the
turbulence of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
extending until the 1821 edition was justified. The sophisticated
redaction of 1807, which seems never to have been republished, did
not replace the earlier edition. Both the 1772 and the 1821 editions in
" Isabel Hoftnejn, Tbe Portable Put^att: A Transnational History of The Pilgim's Progress
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004).
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the prefaces carried a pro-English sentiment; the 1807 version elevated
itself above the humble English origins.
Though Bunyan wrote sixty books in his sixty years of life, no
work from an English author has rivaled ThePi/ffim'sProgms'mits trek
around the world. It is the most widely translated English book,
reaching an estimated 300 languages. It has adapted itself, particularly
in its iUustrations, to societies far remcved from its homeland. It has
spawned imitations as diverse as Uu/e Women and The Snormous Room
and impressed readers as different as Benjamin Franklin (who rejected
it) and George Bernard Shaw (who classifiedit as an epic). The French
Catholic versions in this study reveal that it could not be left unnoticed.
The adaptations speak to the power of what Bunyan called "my little
Book"

